
The Bible is the most heavily symbolic work one will ever encounter. Symbols
represent ideas and qualities. One thing represents another. Jesus, for prime
example, spoke and acted in a heavily symbolic manner. Bread was his body and
wine his blood, offered at the Last Supper by his hand and the next day by Roman
hands on the crucifixion’s cross. Water drawn from a well was a contrast for Jesus’s
water of eternal life. Natural birth is simply a predecessor to and prefiguring of the
spiritual birth, that experience of being born anew. The Holy Spirit from God is like
the breath of God, which is like the wind blowing where it pleases. Jesus’s use of
symbols showed that things aren’t simply symbolic because they are real but that
things are real, laden with purposeful meaning, because they are symbolic. A thing
that is not symbolic, that has no symbolic reference point in a higher order, has
neither purpose nor meaning. The Bible proves that everything God created,
whether mountains or trees or stars or humans, fits symbolically within a single
narrative structure.

Symbolism is a potent lens
through which to view Israel’s
ancient landscape and a Bible
study of Israel. Ancient hilltop
palace sites reveal walled gardens
atop them, in rich symbolism of
God’s walled mountaintop
garden Eden. Christ’s manger
birth beneath a Bethlehem
residence lies humbly below
Herod’s arrogant overlooking

hilltop palace, revealing in rich symbolism the contrasting character of the earthly
and heavenly rulers. A spectacular ancient Temple Mount lies in tumbled ruins
precisely as Jesus foretold, in rich symbolism for the futility of earthly wealth and
technological solutions for divine problems. Huge broken stone columns lie dead
and point in the excavated soil like fallen denuded trees, while hardy mustard trees
grow gaily through them, in rich symbolism for the unstoppable kingdom of
heaven. Israel is a symbolic land the story of which the symbolic Bible tells, like no
other story.


